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Summary
The interpretation of data on genetic variation with regard to the relative roles of different evolutionary
factors that produce and maintain genetic variation depends critically on our assumptions concerning effec-
tive population size and the level of migration between neighboring populations. In humans, recent popu-
lation growth and movements of specific ethnic groups across wide geographic areas mean that any theory
based on assumptions of constant population size and absence of substructure is generally untenable. We
examine the effects of population subdivision on the pattern of protein genetic variation in a total sample
drawn from an artificial agglomerate of 12 tribal populations of Central and South America, analyzing the
pooled sample as though it were a single population. Several striking findings emerge. (1) Mean heterozy-
gosity is not sensitive to agglomeration, but the number of different alleles (allele count) is inflated, relative
to neutral mutation/drift/equilibrium expectation. (2) The inflation is most serious for rare alleles, espe-
cially those which originally occurred as tribally restricted "private" polymorphisms. (3) The degree of
inflation is an increasing function of both the number of populations encompassed by the sample and of
the genetic divergence among them. (4) Treating an agglomerated population as though it were a panmic-
tic unit of long standing can lead to serious biases in estimates of mutation rates, selection pressures, and
effective population sizes. Current DNA studies indicate the presence of numerous genetic variants in hu-
man populations. The findings and conclusions of this paper are all fully applicable to the study of genetic
variation at the DNA level as well.
Introduction
The pattern of genetic variation within a population
is best described by the relative frequencies of different
genetic variants at a series of loci unselected with re-
spect to variation. The interpretation of such data with
regard to the relative roles of the different evolutionary
factors that produce and maintain genetic variation de-
pends critically on our assumptions concerning effec-
tive population size and the level of migration between
neighboring populations. The lack of historical demo-
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graphic records for most organisms makes it difficult
to validate any particular assumptions. In humans,
where detailed demographic data are obtainable, com-
monly made assumptions are demonstrably false. Re-
cent expansions of population size and movements of
specific ethnic groups across wide geographic areas can
often be documented historically or adduced from ar-
chaeological/linguistic studies. Other animal species
are undoubtedly subject to similar perturbations. De-
spite these obvious complications, most manipulations
of population data have been based on the assumption
that the basic sampling unit is a single, panmictic breed-
ing population whose effective size (Ne) is either
known or can be estimated without error.
Our intent here is to examine the effects of popula-
tion subdivision on the pattern ofhuman genetic varia-
tion and its interpretation by creating an artificial popu-
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lation from a precisely specified agglomerate of 12 tribal
populations of Central and South America. We will ana-
lyze the agglomerate as though it were a single popula-
tion, as is the normal practice when analyzing large
cosmopolitan populations. We will address four ques-
tions: (1) How is genetic variation in an agglomerated
sample affected by the number of subpopulations en-
compassed by that sample? (2) How is the pattern of
variation altered as the degree of genetic heterogeneity
of those subpopulations increases? (3) Are the effects
of population amalgamation spread across all allelic
classes, or are the effects more pronounced for rare al-
leles? (4) What erroneous conclusions might result from
treating an agglomerate population as a single, inter-
nally panmictic breeding unit of size Ne, however Ne
is defined? We show that the amalgamation history of
a population is a critical determinant of the pattern
of genetic variation within that population, extending
a very preliminary treatment of this point by Neel
(1978).
Populations Sampled and Genetic Loci Examined
To identify the factors that influence the pattern of
genetic variation within an agglomerate population, we
have conducted an experiment involving the manipu-
lation of data from our own studies of genetic variation
in 12 Central and South American Indian tribes exam-
ined for electrophoretic variation in the protein prod-
ucts of the same 27 genetic loci. Considerable efforts
have been expended to supplement the genetic data with
the detailed ethnographic and demographic informa-
tion necessary to establish these tribes as essentially dis-
crete breeding units. During the 20-year period of these
studies, an effort has been made to hold the basic sam-
pling and assay techniques constant. These tribes were
all originally selected for study because they were rela-
tively undisturbed and unadmixed, but all have been
influenced to one degree or another by post-Columbian
developments. De facto evidence for restricted gene flow
across tribal boundaries for a considerable period of
time is provided by the observation of several tribally
restricted "private" polymorphisms with allele frequen-
cies as high as .10 that have not spread into nearby tribes
(Neel 1980). We have employed one-dimensional pro-
tein electrophoresis to identify genetic variation in these
studies. Although this technique only detects mutations
involving charge and/or conformational changes in the
coding region of DNA sequences, we will show later
that the problems discussed in the present paper also
affect the interpretation of population data on genetic
variants detected by modern DNA techniques.
Tribal Groups
The 12 tribes we have used are the Ayoreo (AYO),
Baniwa (BAN), Cayapo (CAY), Guaymi (GUA), Kraho
(KRA), Machusi (MAC), Makiritare (MAK), Panoa
(PAN), Piaroa (PIA), Ticuna (TIC), Wapashina (WAP),
and Yanomama (YAN). The approximate map posi-
tions of the centroids of these tribal samples are shown
in figure 1. Although some of these tribes (e.g., GUA,
PAN, and YAN) have very wide geographic distribu-
tions and exhibit a well-defined infrastructure, the ex-
tent of subdivision within most of them is somewhat
smaller than the extent of divergence among them (see
Smouse 1982; Smouse et al. 1982). Where examples
of recent intertribal gene flow have been documented
(Chagnon et al. 1970; Neel et al. 1977a, 1977b; Long
and Smouse 1983), samples from individuals of known
mixed tribal origin have been deleted from considera-
tion in order to minimize problems created by tribal
admixture. These particular tribes also have relatively
little admixture with non-Indians (Neel 1978); where
such admixture can be identified, we have deleted the
non-Indians and their children from the sample. This
careful "genetic editing" results in a tabulation of rela-
tively pure tribal allele counts not presented in any of
the earlier accounts of these populations.
Figure 1. Map locations of the 12 Amerindian tribes.
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Genetic Loci
The 27 electrophoretic loci included in this analysis
are acid phosphatase-1 (ACP1), adenosine deaminase
(ADA), adenalyte kinase-1 (AKi), albumin (ALB), car-
bonic anhydrase-1 (CA1), carbonic anhydrase-2 (CA2),
ceruloplasmin (CRPL), esterase A (ESA), esterase D
(ESD), galatose-1-phosphate uridyl transferase (GALT),
phosphoglucomutase 1 and 2 (PGM1 and PGM2), hap-
toglobin (HP), hemoglobin-a (HBa), hemoglobin-
(HBO), hemoglobin-6 (HB6), isocitrate dehydrogenase
(ICD), lactate dehydrogenase A and B (LDHA and
LDHB), malate dehydrogenase (MDH), nucleoside
phosphorylase (NP), peptidase A and B (PEPA and
PEPB), 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGD),
phosphohexose isomerase (PHI), transferrin (TF), and
triosephosphate isomerase (TPI). The raw data (more
than 575,000 allele counts) are deferred to Appendix
A. The genetic data are summarized by Neel et al.
(1977a, 1977b), Neel (1978), Salzano et al. (1978,
1984), and Mohrenweiser et al. (1979).
The Amount and Pattern of Genetic Variation
in Tribal and Agglomerated Samples
To address the questions posed earlier, we utilize two
different treatments: (a) an analysis of gene diversity
and (b) an analysis of the numbers of alleles in various
frequency classes. The two treatments yield different
results, and the contrast is particularly revealing with
respect to the impact of hidden agglomeration on the
amount and pattern of genetic diversity.
Genic Diversity (Heterozygosity)
We will use heterozygosity (h) as a measure of allelic
diversity. For our purposes, h is defined as the proba-
bility that two alleles drawn from a population are not
identical, and it is computed as
K
h = 1 _ pJ2, (1)j=l
where pi, P2,... , PK represent the true allele frequen-
cies of K alleles at a particular locus. When averaged
over loci, this quantity reflects the per-locus genic diver-
sity in the population. In a random mating population,
h is mathematically equivalent to the proportion of het-
erozygotes, so that gene diversity is also a reflection of
average heterozygosity per locus. For the present anal-
ysis we have used an unbiased estimate of h, specifically
h = 1 1 - (nj2n)
n - j= 1
(2)
where ni, n2, . . . , nK are the allele counts of K alleles
at a locus in a sample of n genes drawn from the popu-
lation (Nei and Roychoudhury 1974). Ideally, equation
(2) should be used when the sampled genes are inde-
pendent, i.e., when no related individuals have been
included in the sample. This condition was not met
in the studies from which the allele count data are ob-
tained, because sets of relatives were included in the
samples. Note, however, that even when individuals are
related, h remains an unbiased estimate of h (Chak-
raborty 1978), although its nominal sampling preci-
sion is inflated. Since, in the present context, the sam-
pling variance of h does not enter into our analysis
(either explicitly or implicitly), the presence of related
individuals in the samples does not affect our conclu-
sions. Furthermore, we have no reason to believe that
the degrees of relatedness among sampled individuals
are different for different tribes, so the estimates should
be consistent across tribes.
Under the assumptions of selective neutrality and
mutation-drift equilibrium, the expected h in the popu-
lation is given by
E(h) = M/(M + 1), (3)
where M = 4Nev, in which Ne is the effective popula-
tion size and v is the mutation rate per locus per gener-
ation (Kimura and Crow 1964). We may estimate M
from observed h by
M = h/(l - h), (4)
where h is obtained from equation (2), averaged over
all loci. It might be argued that this estimate is not a
sufficient statistic for M, and hence not of maximum
efficiency, but we will show later that h is robust in the
face of agglomeration, while the more usual (and
sufficient) statistic described below is profoundly sen-
sitive to agglomeration. M is thus the estimate of choice
in the face of possible agglomeration.
Numbers of Alleles
We present the allele frequency spectrum within each
tribe and that for the total sample of 12 tribes in table
1; this summary was obtained by pooling data on all
27 loci surveyed. Note that even though these distribu-
tions could have been computed for each locus
separately, single-locus analysis of the allele frequency
spectrum is known to have a large stochastic error, in-
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Table I
Numbers of Alleles in Different Frequency Intervals for 12 Central and South American Indian Populations
Assayed for 27 Protein Loci
ALLELE FREQUENCY CLASS
(PI, P2)
TRIBE <.005 .005-.01 .01-.05 .05-.10 .10-.30 .30-.70 .70-.90 .90-.95 >95 Total
AYO ........... 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 24 30
BAN ........... 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 22 35
CAY ........... 1 1 1 1 2 4 2 1 22 35
GUA ........... 5 0 2 5 1 2 1 5 20 41
KRA ........... 0 1 1 0 2 4 2 0 23 33
MAC ........... 5 0 3 1 1 4 1 1 23 39
MAK ........... 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 23 35
PAN ........... 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 23 34
PIA ............ 0 1 1 1 5 0 5 1 21 35
TIC ............ 3 0 2 1 2 4 2 0 23 37
WAP ........... 6 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 22 42
YAN ........... 3 1 2 1 2 0 2 1 24 36
Pooled ........ 27 4 3 1 2 2 2 1 23 65
terfering with any fine-tuned statistical analysis (Nei
1975; Ewens 1979). When data from 12 tribes are
pooled, the total number of alleles per locus (65/27
= 2.407) becomes roughly one more than the average
found within any one tribe (1.333).
In addition to the total number of alleles per locus,
the allele frequency spectrum also provides estimates
of the numbers of alleles in particular allele frequency
classes. The additional alleles that result from pooling
are not uniformly distributed over all allele frequency
classes, as shown in table 1 and in figure 2, where panel
(a) represents the allele frequency profile within a sin-
gle tribe (averaged over all 12 tribes) and panel (b)
represents the corresponding profile for the agglomer-
ated sample for all 12 tribes. Note that except for the
first allele frequency class (allele frequency <.005), these
two histograms are almost identical, suggesting that
the effect of agglomeration is almost entirely reflected
in an apparent excess of rare alleles; the numbers of
polymorphic alleles are not appreciably changed in an
agglomerated sample. Although we will explicate these
data further in a sequel, we note that this does not neces-
sarily imply that the effects of agglomeration are sim-
ply described by the number of subpopulations hidden
within an agglomerate. This is so because "private" al-
leles may have appreciable frequencies within a single
tribe but be "rare" with respect to their regional occur-
rence. Since many of the private alleles are locally poly-
morphic, their combined effect on genetic dissimilari-
ties among tribes is not negligible.
The expected number of different alleles in a sample
is readily demonstrated to be an increasing function
of sample size (Ewens 1972), and the results of table
1 and figure 2 are not unexpected. The question is
whether the excess total number of alleles (or the ex-
cess rare alleles) can be accounted for entirely by the
increase in sample size that accompanies pooling. There
are two ways to examine this question.
The Ewens Expectation. -The first approach relies on
the assumptions of selective neutrality and muta-
tion/drift/equilibrium. It would be naive to assert that
all of the variants under discussion in the present paper
are strictly neutral, but the stochastic factor is so prom-
inent in the evolution of small tribal groups that these
variants can be treated as effectively neutral, in the sense
that even modest selection pressures have negligible im-
pact in small tribal gene pools (Neel and Thompson
1978; Thompson and Neel 1978). Given the assump-
tion of selective neutrality, the expected total number
of alleles that one should encounter in a sample of n
genes is given by
n-1 M
E(k)= M+mu~M + m (5)
where M is defined as before (Ewens 1972). Inserting
the value of M into equation (5), we can obtain the
expected number of alleles per locus for the specific
sample sizes encountered in this survey. This provides
a contrast of the observed number of alleles per locus
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with that expected for given sample sizes for each tribe
separately, as well as for the pooled sample.
We have used this theory to contrast, in figure 3, the
observed total numbers of alleles with their expecta-
tions. The vertical bars for each data point in figure
3 represent a 2-standard-error interval for the total num-
ber of alleles per locus (computed from interlocus vari-
ations of this statistic). The statistical congruence of
the observed and expected numbers of alleles within
each individual tribe is obvious (allowing for variation
in sample sizes), as in the large excess number of alleles
in the agglomerated sample (the right-most data point
of fig. 3).
The expected number of alleles in a specific allele
frequency class has to be obtained somewhat differ-
ently. Chakraborty et al. (1980), Chakraborty (1981),
and Chakraborty and Griffiths (1982) extended Ewens's
sampling theory to obtain the expected number of al-
leles in the frequency interval (pl, P2) by the following
expression:
[nP2]
k(pl = E M n! (n +M -m),
m = [np1]+1 m (n - m)! r(n + M)
(6)
where F is a gamma function, [npi] is the largest in-
teger contained in npi, and [np2] is analogously
defined.
The estimate of M given by equation (4) can be in-
serted into equation (6) to obtain the expected number
of alleles in a specific frequency interval (Pt, P2). The
expected frequencies of variants occurring as single-
tons has an even simpler formula,
k(singletons) = MnI(n + M - 1). (7)
Chakraborty and Griffiths (1982) have shown that the
numbers of rare alleles and singletons are Poisson dis-
tributed, and the variances of these statistics are the
same as the expectations shown in equations (6) and (7).
We present the results of a formal analysis of the fre-
quencies of rare alleles (p2 < .005) and singletons from
our tribal samples in table 2. The observed numbers
of such alleles are counted from the data reported in
table 1 and Appendix A, while the expectations are
based on equations (6) and (7), respectively. Since the
distributions of rare and singleton alleles are Poisson
(Chakraborty and Griffiths 1982), the 95% confidence
interval (CI) of such Poisson observations can be calcu-
lated for 27 trials (the number of independent loci),
and these values are also shown in table 2. Note that
for each of the 12 tribes the observed numbers of rare
and singleton alleles are always within the respective
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Figure 2. Observed allele frequency profile in 12 Amerindian
populations. Panel (a) represents the allele frequency profile in an
individual population, averaged over 12 tribes; panel (b) represents
the allele frequency profile in the pooled sample of 12 tribes.
95% CIs, whereas for the agglomerated sample the ob-
served numbers are in significant excess. It is particu-
larly important to note that since both the expectations
and confidence limits are based on the respective sam-
ple sizes, the excess in the total population cannot be
ascribed to the larger sample size of the pooled data.
A different visualization of the same point has been
presented by Neel (1978). By using Poisson theory, we
have avoided any difficulties that might arise from using
our observed sample sizes (slightly inflated because of
relatedness in the samples) in the determination of CIs.
Since the effect of agglomeration on the allele fre-
quency profile is most evident among the rare alleles,
I.
(b) Pooled tribes
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Figure 3. Observed vs. expected number of alleles per locus in 12 Central and South American Indian tribes and in the pooled sample.
The expected numbers of alleles are computed using the equilibrium sampling theory of neutral alleles. The vertical bars represent two
standard error intervals, while the solid dots represent the observed values.
genic diversity (b), not being very sensitive to rare al-
leles, should not be much affected by agglomeration.
In table 3 we show that this expectation is empirically
borne out. This table also presents the average sample
size per locus in these tribes, as well as the average al-
lele counts in several low-frequency classes. We con-
clude from this table that if h is used as the summary
measure of genic variation in the sample, amalgama-
tion will usually go undetected. This, in essence, also
justifies the use of equation (4) to estimate M, because
the most efficient estimator (k) is exquisitely model de-
pendent and would have given erroneous inference re-
garding M in the presence of agglomeration.
For purposes of analysis, we have assumed that each
of the tribes has maintained a constant size during its
evolution, so that M = 4Nev is estimated from their
respective h values. Like the neutrality assumption, this
assumption is not strictly true; modest departures from
constancy, however, will not vitiate the results. We do
not find any significant departures of the allele frequency
profiles from expectations within tribes, arguing for vir-
tual panmixia within tribes. Indeed, most of the ob-
served numbers of alleles are smaller than expected (see
table 2); however, the observed values for the MAC,
WAP, YAN, and GUA are slightly higher than the ex-
pectations for them. There is evidence for some admix-
ture between the MAC and WAP (Neel et al. 1977a,
1977b) and for tribal substructure within each of the
YAN (Spielman et al. 1974) and GUA (Barrantes et al.
1982) samples. The genetic differences between the hid-
den components of these four groups are small enough,
however, that the departures from expectation are all
nonsignificant. We show later that the size of the depar-
ture increases with the genetic distance among the hid-
den components of an agglomerate. Thus, in spite of
some genetic heterogeneity within our basic (tribal) sam-
pling units, the equilibrium sampling theory of alleles
may be reasonably adequate within single tribes. In or-
der to avoid any potential difficulties from this source,
however, we find it useful to introduce an alternative
714
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Table 2
Observed and Expected Number of Singleton and Rare (P < .005) Alleles Found in 27 loci for 12 Amerindian Tribes and
in The Total Sample
No. OF SINGLETON AND RARE ALLELES AT 27 Loci
Singleton Rare
TRIBE Observed Expecteda 95% CIb Observed Expecteda 95% CIb
AYO ......... 1 1.30 (0, 3) 0 1.91 (0, 4)
BAN
.........
1 1.50 (0, 4) 1 2.73 (0, 5)
CAY
.........
0 2.01 (0, 5) 1 4.56 (1, 8)
GUA ......... 3 1.52 (0, 4) 5 3.90 (1, 7)
KRA
..........
0 1.85 (0, 4) 0 1.85 (0, 4)
MAC 0 1.70 (0, 4) 5 3.96 (1, 7)
MAK 0 1.36 (0, 3) 2 3.08 (1, 6)
PAN 1 1.15 (0, 3) 1 2.15 (0, 5)
PIA 0 2.14 (0, 5) 0 2.14 (0, 5)
TIC 1 1.70 (0, 4) 3 5.71 (2, 10)
WAP 2 1.84 (0, 4) 6 4.26 (1, 8)
YAN 2 .90 (0, 3) 3 3.33 (1, 7)
Pooled 8 1.55 (0, 4) 27 7.61 (3, 12)
a Computed by using eq. (7b) for rare alleles (with P2 = .005) and eq. (9a) for singletons, employing the sample sizes presented in
Appendix 1. The numbers are multiplied by 27, to reflect the expectations for 27 scored loci.
b Computed by using the Poisson expectation for the distribution of rare and singleton alleles (Chakraborty and Griffiths 1982).
approach which circumvents the panmictic assump-
tions.
Sample size adjustment. -The alternative approach is
based solely on sampling considerations. We begin with
the supposition that the observed allele frequencies for
each tribe are consistent and unbiased estimates of their
population (parametric) values. This claim is supported
by the fact that for each of these tribes our samples
represent an appreciable fraction of the total popula-
tion (Neel 1973; Neel and Rothman 1978; Neel et al.
1986a). Assuming that the observed allele frequencies
are unbiased estimates of their tribe-specific distribu-
tions, we can then ask, if a sample of alleles is drawn
from these allele frequency distributions, how many al-
Table 3
Average Heterozygosity and the Number of Alleles/Locus in
of Central and South America
12 Indian Tribes
No. OF ALLELES/Locus
AVERAGE No. OF AVERAGE h
TRIBE GENES SAMPLED/Locus (%) Total Singles Rarea
AYO ......... 404 4.51 1.111 .000 .000
BAN ......... 754 5.22 1.296 .037 .037
CAY ......... 1,104 6.89 1.296 .000 .037
GUA ......... 1,410 5.28 1.519 .111 .185
KRA ......... 382 6.43 1.222 .000 .000
MAC ......... 1,390 5.65 1.444 .074 .185
MAK ......... 1,033 4.75 1.296 .000 .074
PAN
..........
669 4.17 1.259 .037 .037
PIA .......... 292 7.33 1.296 .000 .000
TIC .......... 3,234 5.89 1.370 .037 .111
WAP ......... 1,231 6.05 1.556 .074 .222
YAN ......... 4,135 3.32 1.333 .074 .111
Pooled ...... 16,036 5.37 2.407 .296 1.000
a p < .005.
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leles should be observed in each allele frequency class?
For a particular locus, let pi, . .. , PK represent the
frequencies of K alleles in a population. The expected
number of alleles in a random sample of size n is given by
K K
E(kn) = K - E (1 pj)n K - E exp[-npj}
j=1 .=1
(8)
the proof for which is provided in Appendix B. This
appendix also shows that when the observed allele fre-
quencies are taken as unbiased estimates of their respec-
tive population frequencies, the number of alleles at
a locus, and the allele counts in specific allele frequency
classes, can be computed for any arbitrary sample size,
thus avoiding the effect of sample size differences among
the populations studied. The results of this computa-
tion are presented in table 4, using n = 300 for each
tribe. Two sample size values have been chosen for the
total population: n = 3,600, representing a partition
of equal sample sizes from each of the 12 populations,
and n = 300, to scale down the size of the sample from
the agglomerated population to that of each tribe. The
effect of sampling from an agglomerated population
is found mainly in the rare alleles. Since the increase
of allele numbers is seen for both agglomerated popu-
lation sample sizes, we conclude that the excess rare
alleles of tables 1-3 are not an artifact of larger sample
size in the amalgamated sample. We also note that this
result implies that the extensively sampled tribes (YAN
and GUA) do not disproportionately affect our infer-
ences.
The Magnitude of Heterogeneity
It is clear that sampling from an agglomerated popu-
lation results in a deviation from the allele frequency
spectrum predicted by traditional neutral theory. Our
next step is to examine just how these deviations change
with the number of populations and their degree of
genetic divergence. In particular, we ask (as mentioned
earlier) whether both of these factors are equally im-
portant. In view of our earlier result that the effect of
agglomeration is most conspicuous in the rare allele
class, one might suspect that the degree of genetic diver-
gence among the constituent subpopulations hidden
within an agglomerated sample may not be a relevant
factor. We now demonstrate that this suspicion is not
correct.
Such a demonstration requires an examination of the
genetic diversity among the 12 tribes. Of the 27 loci
examined here for electrophoretic variants, only five
(ACP1, ESD, GALT, HP, and PGM1) are polymorphic
(at least two alleles with p > .01). Fortunately, data are
also available on polymorphisms at 10 additional loci
whose products were studied (for the most part) by sero-
logical methods: MNSs, Rh, Duffy, Kidd, Diego, P.
Table 4
Expected Number of Alleles in Each Tribe and in the Pooled Sample
When Sample Size is Reduced to 300 or 3,600
No. OF ALLELES/Locus
AVERAGE No. OF
TRIBE GENES SAMPLED/LOCUS Total Singles Rarea
AYO
..............
300 1.108 .000 .000
BAN .............. 300 1.271 .036 .036
CAY .............. 300 1.270 .000 .035
GUA .............. 300 1.493 .106 .106
KRA .............. 300 1.220 .000 .000
MAC
..............
300 1.428 .069 .069
MAK
..............
300 1.278 .000 .069
PAN .............. 300 1.247 .035 .035
PIA ............... 300 1.296 .000 .000
TIC ............... 300 1.316 .033 .034
WAP
..............
300 1.540 .069 .069
YAN
..............
300 1.289 .060 .060
Pooled:
300 2.368 .891 .891
3,600 2.371 .979 .979
a p < .0oo.
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Lewis, Gm, Inv, and Gc. These additional genetic data
can be found in the work of Salzano et al. (1972, 1977,
1986), Ward et al. (1975), Neel et al. (1977a), Ger-
showitz and Neel (1978), Mestriner et al. (1980), and
Neel et al. (1980). We have not used such loci to study
the allelic spectra of these tribes, because the standard
serological approach seldom uncovers "novel" markers
for these systems. Such data are, however, useful in tax-
onomic studies. A total of 195,688 allele product de-
terminations have been performed for these 10 loci.
Combining the two data sets, we have 15 polymor-
phisms for the computation of genetic distances.
We have used Nei's (1972) standardized genetic dis-
tance and the unweighted-pair-group mean algorithm
(UPGMA) of Sneath and Sokal (1973) to construct a
genetic dendrogram for the 12 tribes (fig. 4). This
method produces a rooted dendrogram, and the lengths
of the internodes and branchs reflect times of diver-
gence for the various tribes, under the assumptions of
selective neutrality and a constant rate of evolution. We
resort to the use of a dendrogram at this juncture as
a convenient way to define a set of agglomerated sam-
ples representing different degrees of genetic divergence,
on the premise that the process of natural agglomera-
tion involves increasingly unrelated populations as time
goes on. Figure 4 shows the result of this analysis, which
suggests that the 12 tribes have diverged in a hierarchi-
cal fashion, with the branching pattern generally fol-
lowing known linguistic affiliations. The linguistically
anomalous grouping of the WAP (Arawak speakers)
with the MAC (Carib speakers), rather than with the
BAN (Arawak speakers), is probably due to recent ad-
mixture between the WAP and the MAC, alluded to
earlier and described by Neel et al. (1977a, 1977b),
but not subject to the precise documentation that would
permit the removal of admixture from the sample. We
have no ready explanation for the intrusion of the TIC
(who speak an "isolated" language) into the Arawak-
Carib grouping. Any minor differences between this den-
drogramic depiction of the genetic relationships among
the tribes and that previously published (Ward et al.
1975) are most probably the result of our choice of
populations and loci; both factors are known to affect
dendrogram topology and estimated branch lengths
(Felsenstein 1973; Nei et al. 1983).
The present dendrogram, whether or not it represents
absolute truth, will serve our objective of determining
how the allele frequency spectrum in a sample depends
on the degree of genetic divergence among subpopula-
tions subsumed by that sample. The initial stages of
agglomeration will usually involve closely related, neigh-
I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Branch Length ( x 1000)
Figure 4. Evolutionary relationships among 12 Central and
South American Indian tribes, based on data from 39 blood group
and protein loci. Nei's (1972) standardized genetic distance is used,
along with the UPGMA network. The branch length estimates are
computed by the minimum-branch-length method. The numbers in
parentheses are the internal nodes used in fig. 5.
boring groups; successive stages will involve progres-
sively more distantly related groups. By agglomerating
in dendrogram-compatible fashion, i.e., from right to
left, we maintain some semblance of realism. All 12
tribes diverge from one another at node 11, and we can
construct only 11C1 = 11 possible pairs of tribes
diverging at this level (AYO and any one of the other
11 tribes). There are only 55 trios compatible with this
same node (11C2 combinations of the 11 tribes, each
amalgamated with AYO), 165 quartets, and so on. Simi-
larly, when we consider node 4 (where the MAC, WAP,
BAN, and TIC meet), we consider only three pairs of
tribes (MAC-TIC, WAP-TIC, and BAN-TIC), since all
other pairwise combinations of these four tribes will
refer to a different level of genetic divergence (e.g., the
BAN-MAC combination refers to the evolutionary dis-
tance across node 3).
The results of these evaluations are shown in figure
5. Panel (a) is based on the total number of alleles per
locus, panel (b) on the number of rare alleles (p < .005).
The sample size for the agglomerated sample is taken
as 300 for each computation. It is clear that the excess
number of alleles in an amalgamated sample is an in-
creasing function of both the number of tribes encom-
passed in the amalgamated sample and the average de-
gree of genetic diversity among them. The function
approaches an asymptote with respect to both variables,
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Figure Number of alleles in an amalgamated sample, as
a function of number of tribes encompassed in the sample and level
of genetic divergence among them: panel (a) shows the total number
of alleles, and panel (b) shows the rare alleles (P < .005); the num-
bers indicate the dendrogram node employed in fig. 4.
but the approach is slower with respect to the number
of tribes. This conclusion is not dependent on the or-
der of agglomeration; any other sequence would yield
comparable results.
Discussion and Conclusion
The artificial amalgamation experiment conducted
here indicates that even if each sampling unit exhibits
an allele frequency spectrum in apparent agreement with
expectations of the mutation/drift/equilibrium theory,
the allele frequency spectrum of the agglomerated sam-
ple can deviate substantially from theoretical expecta-
tion. The fact that the deviation is most conspicuous
for rare alleles has a number of interrelated implications.
First, on the basis of Ewens's (1972) neutral sam-
pling theory, several authors have argued that the total
number of alleles (k) is a sufficient statistic for the pa-
rameter M = 4NeV under the assumption of neutral
mutation-drift equilibrium (Ewens 1974, 1979; Ewens
and Gillespie 1974; Watterson 1978). Nei (1977) has
argued, however, that selection will drive disadvanta-
geous alleles toward extinction, thus reducing the total
number of segregating alleles, relative to neutral expec-
tation. On the other hand, positive and negative selec-
tion have nearly counterbalancing effects on the num-
ber of rare alleles (Nei 1977; Kimura 1983). Nei (1977)
proposed that the number of rare alleles in a sample
yields a better indirect estimate of the mutation rate
than is the total number. Neel and Rothman (1978)
reached the same conclusion, using a somewhat differ-
ent formulation.
While that strategy is attractive for a single random
mating population, it is not tenable for agglomerated
populations, because the rare allele count is substan-
tially inflated in such populations. Any indirect estima-
tion of mutation rates profits from large sample sizes,
leading to the temptation to pool data from several
different populations. This will inevitably lead to up-
wardly biased mutation-rate estimates. Even when care-
fully defined tribal populations are used to estimate mu-
tation rates, there may be problems. We have commented
elsewhere (Spielman et al. 1974) on the amount of sub-
division within tribes. Our own indirect mutation-rate
estimates based on tribal totals (Neel et al. 1986a) yield
higher estimates than the direct approach based on the
same markers (Neel et al. 1986b). To some unknown
extent, this may result from the ineluctable subdivision
within larger tribes.
Second, criteria need to be established for the choice
and/or the pooling of populations for analytic purposes.
For instance, Chakraborty et al. (1980) analyzed sam-
ples from 138 different species for departures from the
predictions of the neutral mutation model. A frequent
observation was an apparent excess of rare alleles. To
enlarge the sample sizes for that analysis, however, popu-
lations that showed Nei's (1972) genetic distances of
0.05 or less were pooled. In view of our results here,
that was probably too generous a pooling criterion. The
maximum genetic distance between any two tribes in
our amalgamation experiment is only 0.034 (between
AYO and PIA); yet, the effect of amalgamation on the
increase of rare allele frequencies is quite dramatic. We
conclude that pooling over subpopulations exhibiting
even much smaller genetic distances would also pro-
duce a nontrivial deviation of the allele frequency spec-
trum from neutral expectation. Interpretation of the
evolutionary causes of that variation may therefore be
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problematic. In particular, we question the appropri-
ateness of including data on civilized human popula-
tions for inferences regarding either past bottlenecks
(although these may well have occurred) or the persis-
tence of slightly deleterious mutations (see Ohta 1976;
Nei 1987).
Third, the use of frequencies of rare alleles to esti-
mate the effective migration rate between populations
must be approached with caution. Slatkin (1985) has
proposed a computer simulation method to estimate
the average number of migrants exchanged between
populations (Nem) from the spatial distribution of rare
alleles. Slatkin and Takahata (1985) have provided an-
alytical justification for these predictions. Singh and
Rhomberg (1987) have recently applied Slatkin's method
to a study of dispersal in Drosophila melanogaster. In
applying such theory, it will be important to establish
that each locality is unitary (e.g., see Strobeck 1987),
so that the local frequency of private alleles is not
affected by undetected amalgamation of the form de-
scribed here.
Finally, recognition of recent population agglomera-
tion could be important for the interpretation of hu-
man DNA polymorphism. DNA data collected from
ethnically heterogeneous populations have frequently
been pooled in order to increase sample sizes (e.g., see
Chakravarti et al. 1984, 1986; Murray et al. 1984).
We suspect that the sampling frame may make a major
contribution to the apparently large number of low-
frequency variants, since that number is an increasing
function of the genetic heterogeneity encompassed by
the sample, which is substantial in most of these studies.
As large-scale surveys of less internally heterogeneous
populations are undertaken, we can anticipate a (per-
haps considerable) reduction in the numbers of rare vari-
ants recovered/1,000 individuals screened, although it
must be remembered that even single cosmopolitan
populations are regional agglomerates. We anticipate
DNA results that are entirely compatible with those
for the protein studies already done (e.g., see Harris
et al. 1973; Neel et al. 1978, 1988), given a compara-
ble sampling frame. Moreover, and less comforting, we
may be confident that the picture of DNA polymor-
phism that emerges from agglomerated samples-and
all cosmopolitan populations are agglomerates-will
provide as poor a basis for rigorous inference about
the causes and meaning of the variants as have the avail-
able protein data from agglomerated population
samples.
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Appendix A
Allele Count Data for 12 Amerindian Populations from Central and South America for 27 Genetic Loci
POPULATION
Locus/ALLELE AYO BAN CAY GUA KRA MAC MAK PAN PIA TIC WAP YAN
A. ALB
Normal ............ 716 754 1,870 1,434 386 1,388 1,417 670 290 1,522 1,222 6,482
MAK-1 ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 2 0 0 0
MAK-3 ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
YAN-2 ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 521
MAKU ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 4
YAN-1 ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
B. CRPL
B ............... 516 754 1,269 1,434 384 1,384 1,290 670 290 1,516 1,232 6,815
A CAY-1 ........... 0 0 67 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0
A MAC-1 .......... 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
C WAP-1 .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
C WAP-2 .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
A YAN-1 .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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POPULATION
Locus/ALLELE AYO BAN CAY GUA KRA MAC MAK PAN PIA TIC WAP YAN
C. HP
HPT-1 ............. 321 391
HPT-2 ............. 405 363
C ................ 518 742
CHI ............. 12
D GUA-1 .......... 0 0
A ................ 73 55
B ................ 169 699
TIC-1 .............. 0 0
C ............... 0 0
GUA .............. 0 0
ADA-1 ............ 362 754
ADA-2 ............ 0 0
AK-1 .............. 364 754
AK-2
..............
0 0
1 ................ 282 713
2
................
0 0
BAN-1 ............. 0 41
A
................
282 752
D MAC-1 .......... 0 0
D GUA-1 .......... 0 0
ESD-1 ............. 282 592
ESD-2
.............
0 158
1
................
230 749
D
................
0 5
WAP-1 ............ 0 0
887 774 268 724
629 656 116 529
D. TF
1,450 1,357 384 1,386
0 74 0 0
0 1 0 0
E. ACPi
209 80 ill 39
671 1,292 271 1,328
0 0 0 0
0 4 0 1
0 42 0 0
F. ADA
934 1,373 382 1,372
0 1 0 0
G. AKi
1,172 1,404 382 1,366
0 0 0 0
H. CA2
786 1,398 380 1,484
0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0
I. ESA
788 1,415 380 1,428
0 0 0 56
0 1 0 0
J. ESD
392 1,370 165 1,012
394 52 215 472
K. GALT
781 1,244 382 1,251
11 156 0 117
0 0 0 0
L. PGM1
613 417 208 2,337 557 5,308
797 213 82 1,193 637 1,108
1,436 670 265 3,487 1,246 6,744
0 0 27 43 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
77 41 67 220 75 86
1,349 629 225 2,916 1,155 6,516
0 0 0 390 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
654 670 292 3,524 1,224 3,326
0 0 0 2 0 0
1,316 670 292 3,523 1,230 5,212
0 0 0 1 0 0
780 669 292 2,523 1,225 612
0 1 0 3 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
776 670 292 2,526 1,199 746
0 0 0 0 29 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
622 558 222 1,712 978 479
158 112 70 874 248 133
749 662 254 3,368 1,102 1,927
27 8 38 154 127 19
0 0 0 0 1 0
720
1................. 302 621 905 1,327 296 1,136 1,203 590 215 2,925 949 6,380
2 ................ 68 133 287 77 86 242 229 80 77 605 281 304
10 MAC-1 ......... 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
Appendix A (continued)
POPULATION
Locus/ALLELE AYO BAN CAY GUA KRA MAC MAK PAN PIA TIC WAP YAN
M. ICD
Normal ............ 370 754 1,042 1,416 382 1,366 806 670 284 3,530 1,230 3,982
PIA-1 .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
N. LDHB
Normal ............ 370 754 934 1,319 382 1,368 1,014 670 292 3,530 1,230 4,084
GUA-1 ............ 0 0 0 103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0. MDH
1 ............... 372 754 936 1,416 382 1,366 1,014 670 292 3,530 1,230 4,006
2 MAC-1 .......... 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
P. PEPA
1 ............... 276 754 1,042 1,406 374 1,482 814 670 292 3,530 1,208 3,898
WAP-1 ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0
KRA-1 ............. 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q. PEPB
1 ............... 372 753 1,054 1,416 382 1,486 818 654 292 3,530 1,230 4,010
BAN-1 ............. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PAN-1 ............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0
R. 6PGD
A............... 356 754 1,169 1,283 382 1,389 1,425 670 292 3,528 1,218 6,416
C ............... 0 0 3 115 0 3 5 0 0 0 12 0
S. PHI
1 ............... 372 754 1,041 1,414 379 1,368 818 670 292 3,530 1,229 4,010
2 CAY-1 ........... 0 0 9 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 WAP-1 ........... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
T. CA1
Normal ............ 282 754 788 1,404 380 1,366 780 670 292 2,526 1,228 748
U. PGM2
Normal ............ 366 754 1,200 1,390 382 1,394 1,432 670 292 3,530 1,230 6,688
V. HBa
Normal ............ 684 754 1,788 1,414 382 1,370 960 670 292 3,530 1,230 5,206
W. HBOB
Normal ............ 684 754 1,788 1,414 382 1,370 960 670 292 3,530 1,230 5,206
X. HB8
Normal ............ 684 754 1,054 1,402 382 1,368 960 670 292 3,530 1,230 5,206
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Appendix A (continued)
POPULATION
Locus/ALLELE AYO BAN CAY GUA KRA MAC MAK PAN PIA TIC WAP YAN
Y. LDHA
Normal ............ 370 754 934 1,422 382 1,368 1,014 670 292 3,530 1,230 4,084
Z. NP
Normal ............ 228 754 738 1,374 382 1,364 780 670 292 3,528 1,228 684
AA. TPI
Normal ............ 228 754 790 1,400 380 1,368 780 670 292 3,530 1,230 686
Appendix B
Sampling Theory for Agglomerated Populations
1. The Number of Different Alleles Recovered from a Sample of
n Genes Collected from an Agglomerate of r Populations
Let pi- be the frequency of the jth allele in the ith
population, i = 1, 2, .. .,randj 1, 2, . . ., K.
The total sample size has a typical partition (ni, n2,
flr), where n, is the sample size from the ith popu-
lation, such that 0 < ni < n and Z, n1 = n. For a given
partition, let us define (for the jth allele)
X = 1 if thejth allele is included in the total sample
0 otherwise
with Y = ZE Xj defined as the total number of alleles
in the pooled sample. The probability that thejth allele
is absent from the total sample is
Pr (Xj = 0) = Prob (jth allele is absent from all
r population samples)
r
= It (1 - p-1)n, , (Al)
since the populations are independently sampled. It fol-
lows that
Pr (X1 = 1) = 1 - 11 (1 - p1i.)nl (A2)
The expected number of alleles for the partition (ni,
n2, . . ., fr) is given by
K
E(Y lni,..., nr) = E(Xj)j =1
pi )nz j= 1
- jI (1ij=1 = 1
= K - E L11 (1 - pO)nij.=I I.=I (A3)
Since 0 < p1 < 1, and ni's are generally large, we may
use the approximation
(1 - pi)n exp I -nip1d (A4)
so that the expected number of alleles in the total sam-
ple of n genes with the observed partition of sample
is given by
K
E(Y Ili, ., fr) K - J exp [-np-}, (A5a)
where pj is the average frequency of the jth allele in
the total sample.
Note that the above derivation is based on the as-
sumption that the partition of n, giving the sample sizes
drawn from each subpopulation (ni, n2, n3, . . ., nr)
is fixed. If W1, W2, . . ., Wr represent the relative sizes
of the r populations, with 0 < w1 < 1, and if Zw1 =
1, the probability of observing the partition itself is given
by the multinomial probability function
Pr (ni, . . ., n) = r it WIni, (A6)
Hn=
and hence the expected number of alleles in the total
sample of size n genes, permuted over all possible par-
titions of n, is given by
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E(Y) = E
(ni *s nr)
r r r
n! UI wnin Z [l - Urt (1 - pij)ni- Il= 1 L}=1 J
r
U ni!
1.= 1
K n! 11 wI
=.E E ~~i=1
i=1 (n1 . . . nr) 1rUtni!
E L E ( i[1 [wi(i - pij)]ni) 1j = 1 p(ni,... nr) r
K r n
= K- E 1 iEwi (1 pij)
K K
= K - E (1 - pj)n K - Ej=l j=1 exp [-npj1,(A5b)
the same as in equation (AMa).
Hence, as long as the approximation (A4) is valid
(which is true whenever each population is represented
by a sample size larger than, say, 100), the specific par-
tition of n into ni, n2,... , is enough to compute
the expected number of alleles in the sample, and we
need not be concerned with all possible partitions of
the total sample size in a conglomerate sample.
The variance of Y (the number of alleles in the pooled
sample) can be written as
K K
Var (Y) = Var E- Xj = Var [X,]
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r
Pr (Xj = O, Xy = 0) = Ut (1 - pij - pij)ni,
I = 1 (A9)
we have
r
Cov [Xj,Xj'] = U1 (1 - pij - pij,)ni -
=1I
(AlO)i= [(1 pi) (1 pi,)]ni .
Inserting equations (A8) and (AlO) into equation (A7),
and using the approximation (A4), we then have
K
Var (Y) = Z exp {- npj] [1 - exp {- npj)].
(All)
2. Number of Alleles of a Specific Allele Frequency Class in
a Sample ofn Genes Chosen from an Ensemble of r Populations
This technique can be used to compute the number of
alleles in a specific frequency class, say (Pi, p2). Let us
redefine the indicator variables, Xj, as
xi={
1 if the jth allele has C copies in the
sample of n genes.
0 otherwise.
(A12)
Let ( I, C2, . . ., Cr) be a partition of C, such that there
are Ci copies of the jth allele from the ith population
in the total sample, with 0 < CI <C, and E Ci = C. We
can thus write
Pr (XA = 1)
K
+ E Cov [Xj, Xj] .1*]' = 1
Since the Xj's are Bernoulli variates,
r r
Var [Xj] = Ht4(1 - pjy)ni 1 IllI (1 pij)n
(A8)
and, furthermore, noting that
E~~~~ [ni
p
f i (pl)nE t i]
(A13)
where Se is the summation over all partitions of C. The
expected number of alleles in the allele frequency class
(pIy p2) is
[nP2] K
E[k(p1,5p2)] = E Pr (Xj = 1),{ = [npl]+l a= I (A14)
(A7)
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where [n] represents the largest integer contained in n.
There are only r possible partitions of e for singleton
alleles (C = 1). Hence
r r
Pr (Xj = 1) = nipij (1 - pij)ni- 1 p1(1- p1j)ni'
=U (1 ~p,1)nli. ) j=__-g1 - pig) i = 1 1-pi* (A15)
Therefore, the expected number of singleton alleles in
the total sample of n genes can be computed as
E(singletons)
= 1 [i (1 pij) (i - 1 (I -ply) 1]
(A16)
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